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found at  central  locations have been  turned  into museums and other  tourist  sites,  often 
without  an  active  congregation or  just with  a small  one. Religious “ newcomers ”  such  as 
Islam and charismatic and evangelical Christian churches often have to resort to the urban 
periphery. Because  their members  usually  are  scattered  across  a large  area within  the 
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observers. But does  the East/West distinction  still make  sense  at  all ? Arguably, 
the religious divide in Europe, as was discussed at the second meeting of the series 
“ The changing religious  landscape of Europe ”  in Amsterdam in 2004 with the 
theme  “ The  political  geography  of  religion : Historical  church-state  relations 
in Europe  and  recent  challenges, ”  between  the mainly Protestant north  and 




















urban phenomena  ( Casanova 2013, 114 ). During  the 19th  century, however,  this 
trend changed : Modernisation processes in all areas of life, based on the Enlighten-
ment, led to secularisation. And this effect was first noticed again in urban centres. 
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the United States, he notices  a deprivatisation of  religion  and  finds  that  also  as 





































































to  the European religious  landscape, attracting people of a particular  theological 
and / or cultural/lifestyle orientation ( e.g. music played and sung in services, style 























































only  oriented  towards  the  population  in the  immediate  neighbourhood  of  the 













fairly small compared to  those on other continents, are  found  in Budapest and 
Kiev ( World Megachurches 2013 ). This observation coincides with the ( Western ) 
European exceptionalism mentioned above. Whether this exceptionalism is going 
to  stay as  it  is or whether  these as well as other  religious  innovations will  also 
influence cities in this part of the world remains to be seen.
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